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The thinking process of man goes on and on from the ancient times. Man has already landed on the Moon in this 20th Century and technological revolution is taking place giving the humanity more comfort with less work.

India is remaining a powerful mysterious land from the ancient times when even Transplantation from one body to another took place by way of Spiritual Power and India also did not lag behind in the industrial progress and will certainly emerge as the Super Power in a decade or two.

This study will be useful for all the readers, especially to the business men engaged in turmeric trade. A researcher must be careful, alert and be active to move with the society with an indepth knowledge, in carrying the research work.

As the Upainshads of the Hindu Philosophy puts the atom theory as "Inside the nuts there seems to be nothing, but a plant grows only from it emerging into a big tree", every person involved in the Research work whether in a little way or in a larger way is thankful for my Research Work being completed.
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